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A STRUCTURE-PRESERVING DISCRETIZATION OFNONLINEAR SCHR�ODINGER EQUATION�1)Ming-you Huang Ru Qu Cheng-hun Gong(Institute of Mathematis, Jilin University, Changhun 130023, P.R. China)AbstratThis paper studies the geometri struture of nonlinear Shr�odinger equationand from the view-point of preserving struture a kind of fully disrete shemes ispresented for the numerial simulation of this important equation in quantum. Ithas been shown by theoretial analysis and numerial experiments that suh dis-rete shemes are quite satisfatory in keeping the desirable onservation propertiesand for simulating the long-time behaviour.Key words: Shr�odinger equation, Hamiltonian system, Disrete shemes, Struturepreserving algorithm. 1. IntrodutionMany important di�erential equations of evolution type in physis and mehanishave spei� geometri struture. For instane, the Hamiltonian systems in lassialmehanis, the Shr�odinger equation in quantum, the Korteweg-de Vries and Klein-Gordon equations of nonlinear waves have sympleti struture, i.e. the evolutions inphase spases of these equations are anonial mappings. To simulate onviningly thedynami behaviour of di�erential equations, it is very natural to look for disretizedsystems whih preserve as muh as possible the geometri struture and symmetries ofthe original ontinuous systems. Suh disretization methods would be more satisfa-tory than the onventional methods in keeping the desirable onservation properties andsimulating the long-time and global behaviour. In reent 10 years, studies on numerialmethods from the view-point of geometry have beome more and more popular. Sine1984, the sympleti methods initiated by Feng K.[1℄ for omputation of Hamiltoniansystems have been studied systematially by Qin M.Z.[2℄, Sanz-Serna J.M.[3℄, ChannelP.J. and Sovel C.[4℄, et.. Huang M.Y. in [5℄ and [6℄ disussed the struture preserv-ing methods for nonlinear wave equation and Korteweg-de Vries equation, where thedisretizations are related to the spetral or �nite element approximations of partialdi�erential equations and used to ompute the time periodi solutions and the solitarywaves respetively.In this paper, we shall disuss the disrete approximation of Shr�odinger equation,whih preserves the geometri struture and desirable properties of the ontinuous� Reeived Otober 5, 1995.1)The researh was supported by the State Major Key Projet for basi Researhes and SieneFoundation of National Eduation Ministry.



554 M.Y. HUANG, R. QU AND C.C. GONGsystem. As a model, here we onsider the following nonlinear Shr�odinger equationwith one spae variable i�u�t + �2u�2x � juj2u = 0; (1.1)where i = p�1, unknown funtion u = �+ i is assumed to be periodi in x or rapidlydeay as x! �1.To study the geometri struture of equation (1.1), we introdue the funtional byintegral H(u) = 12 Z +L�L [�2x +  2x + (�2 +  2)2℄dx;where 0 < L < +1 when the periodi boundary ondition with period 2L is onsideredand L = 1 when the rapidly deay boundary ondition is onsidered, then (1.1) isequivalent to the following system with unknown funtions � and  :���t =� �2 �2x + 2(�2 +  2) = ÆHÆ � �t =�2��2x � 2(�2 +  2)� = �ÆHÆ� (1.2)where ÆHÆ , ÆHÆ� respresent the variations of H(u) with respet to  and � respetively.From (1.2) we see that the equation (1.1) has a Hamiltonian (Sympleti) struture.It is easy to show that the solution u(t) = u(t; x) of (1.1) or (1.2) has the followingonservation properties:I1(u(t)) = Z +L�L (�2 +  2)dx = Const. (Total Mass of partiles);I2(u(t)) = Z +L�L  �xdx = Const. (Total momentum);I3(u(t)) = H(u(t)) = Const. (Total energy):In long time simulation problems, to maintain these onservation properties is onsid-ered to be partiularly important.2. Disrete ApproximationIn this setion, a properly disretization of equation (1.1) with periodi boundaryondition will be introdued based on formulation (1.2).Assume that� �2�x2 �j(x) = �j�j(x); �j(�L) = �j(L); j = 1; 2; � � �i.e. �j(x), j = 1; 2; � � � are eigenfuntions of the operator ��xx and �j, j = 1; 2; � � �the orresponding eigenvalues, and onsider f�j(x)g to be a ortho-normalized basis of


